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Graphis is honored to speak with Joel Meyerowitz, the only photographer 
granted access to Ground Zero and the individual responsible for the sole 
existing visual documentation of the devastation and recovery efforts. The site 
had been determined a crime scene, and in the midst of the chaos, no one 
recognized the importance and necessity of visually documenting this historic 
event. Luckily, when a cop poked Meyerowitz on the shoulder and told him 
to walk away, he did just the opposite. He fought for access, bankrolled the 
entire project independently, and compiled over 8000 pictures of the site. We, 
and generations to come, are indebted to him. 
Mr. Meyerowitz’s photographic archive has travelled abroad, exhibiting in 
over 80 countries. Now, he has compiled several of these images in After-
math, a powerful collection published by Phaidon on the fifth anniversary of 
September 11th. He had just received a handbound copy of the book as we 
sat down to interview him. He is an eloquent and modest man, and while his 
contribution, like all great art, will now thankfully outlive us all, Meyerow-
itz’s humility, and his account of the experience’s impact on him personally 
may be just as moving as the work itself. 
JM:There are about 350 pictures in the book, and I’m actually holding 
a handbound rough copy. I’ll tell you, it gave me chills the first time I 
saw it together like that. Because even though I made the pictures and 
lived the experience, an edited book, to see it bound up and to hold it in 
your hand, and realize this is something that has a degree of permanence, 
and is in a fixed order…It’s always incredibly satisfying, but in this case 
particularly so, because there was so much difficulty to make this body 
of work in the beginning. It wasn’t something that anybody wanted. 
The authorities had basically banned photography from Ground Zero, 
and this work on my part was a reaction to that stance. I thought, That’s 
impossible, how can they say no? We need the history. This is part of our time. It’s 
our culture. And so I just rose up in a kind of socially conscious way that 
I don’t generally function in. This was something much bigger than I’ve 
ever taken on and I feel like I grew into it over the 8 months I was there. 
I started to understand it. So, seeing it as a book describing that period 
of time is very satisfying. 
G: How do you generally function as a photographer? 
JM: I’ve been making photographs since 1962—so 44 years. And I’ve 
never really been a reportage photographer for magazines or editorials. 
I’ve always been someone who just works for myself. I’ve made a living 
on the edges of advertising over the years, but I’ve just tried to look at the 
world that I live in and describe our culture, the way Americans live, the 
kind of crazy things that go on in our environment and in our society. 
And then some more personal things—like where I spend time. I always 
carry a camera, so wherever I go, I photograph. But the books I’ve done 
have been more like tone poems to an experience. And they’re ones that 
were decided upon by me out of some kind of natural affiliation to a 
place or a subject. This one was something that happened to us, and the 
fact that it couldn’t be photographed was such a challenge that it satisfied 
that need I had to be helpful. I’m sure you all experienced something 
like this when the event happened.You wanted to do something useful. 
As scared as you might have been, and I think we all were, you probably 
had a basic human reaction to try to help somehow. 
G: Absolutely.
JM: You know, whether you gave money or blood, or made sandwiches, 
or just were there morally for the people who lost family members, all of 
us felt this. But shortly after that event, when they closed Ground Zero, 
there was nothing that New Yorkers could do any longer. And that hit 
me in a way that was—I was surprised by the strength of it. I needed to 
do something. I was born in New York and I feel very much that it’s an 
extension of my life, and so I wanted to make myself useful…
There’s a story about the cop who struck me on the shoulder, and I’ m so 
sorry I don’t have her name, that I never looked at her name tag. Because 
I owe her big time. Her poke was like a zen master who woke me up in 
a way. I felt a consciousness that came over me after her poke which was 
directly responsible for my making this step toward taking these pictures 

and conceiving of the project. And so I owe it to her. And it definitely 
wasn’t easy to carry out. It was thwarted every step of the way by the 
authorities who did not want the pictures taken and who did not want to 
license any photographers inside. They were afraid photographers would 
try to make money on it or sensationalize the dead. So they had a reason 
to be fearful. They were protecting the sensitivities of the firemen for the 
most part. But when I did this, I did it as a not for profit. I worked with 
the Museum of the City of New York so we could have an archive that 
would be available for all people to use for as long as it was necessary. 
And in a way, I modeled this work after the famous work of the Farm 
Security Administration.
G: That’s very interesting. That was one of my first thoughts when I saw your 
images. When I was in school, Dorothea Lange’s Depression era photographs 
directly informed my understanding of history. So I saw these images, and I 
thought, they’ll equip all of us now and generations to come with a visual 
explanation of a major event in American history. And I wondered, too, how 
you felt about the fact that the photographs in your collection are historical 
documents and art at the same time? 
JM: Thank you for saying that. That I don’t know myself…but to go 
back to the beginning, you’re absolutely right. I’m a student of the his-
tory of photography, and I’ve been doing it for so long. But years ago I 
did a book with my writing partner, Colin Westerbeck. He was a curator 
at the Art Institute of Chicago. We did a book on the history of street 
photography, and we went to visit many archives, and among them, of 
course, was the Farm Security Administration’s. [It was] work I knew, but 
I never really went and looked at it until that time. I looked at thousands 
of photographs, and so I had this sense of what constitutes an archive. 
So that’s what came up for me. When I understood that no photographs 
meant no history, I thought, No, they have no right to do this. They’re not 
thinking clearly. They’re too obsessed with all the other things that are going on. 
Someone else has to think about this for them. And so it fell to me to do it, 
but I didn’t want to do it as a single person. I thought I’d do it as a group, 
just as the FSA. So I arranged with six other photographers, very good 
ones, older and younger, men and women…and I thought the six of 
them and I could become a group—all artists and photographers—who 
would cover the site over time and get everything that was going on. But 
when I sent this four page proposal through the director of the Museum 
of the City of New York to Mayor Giuliani, I got no answer. It was as if, 
No, we’re not thinking about this stuff right now.…and so I decided, I can’t 
wait. If I wait for approval, the site will be empty. It’s just like waiting for a 
grant. And do you know a year later, I got back some grant proposals that 
I had made at the time, saying, “We’re sorry. We don’t think we can fund 
this work.” And I thought, You bunch of schmucks, it’s over already and I did 
it! And that’s how the system works. 
I decided not to wait for the system, but to go forward any way I could…
so I borrowed money and I took out loans against my business and my 
home. I raised some funds from private sources. All of it to go and do this, 
figuring sooner or later, some museum is going to come along, like the 
City of New York, and underwrite this. It never happened. Basically I did 
this thing by mortgaging my life…ultimately I sold my apartment in New 
York, in the Village, within walking distance of Ground Zero, in order to 
be able to try to pay off some of the debt I incurred. I’m still in debt a 
couple hundred thousand dollars. So this turned out to be a life experience 
in a lot of ways, and although I wouldn’t trade it for anything, I also never 
expected it to impact me personally financially. I thought, ok, somebody’s 
going to come along here and help get this thing institutionalized. 
So yes, the FSA was definitely on my mind, and I think in truth, although 
there is a book now and there is an archive, that to some degree, it failed. In 
the bigger sense of having something with 50,000 photographs by differ-
ent points of view, that would have been much more useful in the histori-
cal sense. But to do it by myself and to try to be the historian, and to have 
the fence to photograph the things I did, that took a lot of learning, be-
cause I’d never done a historical body of work before with that intention.
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G: I hate to hear that you feel like you’ve failed in any way. Your work is ul-
timately the only surviving visual record of the event. How do you feel about 
the role that the State Department of Education played?
JM: We had a really good relationship…The guy who came to me was a 
Clinton appointee who had been asked to remain in the administration. 
He had a real sense of what was important, and that we should com-
municate to our friends and enemies alike what really happened, so that 
the world, the Muslim world in particular, doesn’t think that this is a 
Hollywood setup, that we’re faking it…because the conspiracy theories 
that were floating around the Arab world immediately afterward were 
incredible, unbelievable. So we made up an exhibition, and sent it around 
the world. More than four million people saw it in about 80 countries 
and 300 or 400 cities. It truly toured, but not in America. The State De-
partment—this division—doesn’t have the right to show what they do 
in America. They’re only for outside of America. So this show traveled 
everywhere, but no one saw it here. And fortunately, I was able to get 
one of these exhibitions home. And so I’m touring it around America, 
and it goes to second tier museums in small municipalities or universi-
ties. And it is very moving and effective. People seem to be incredibly 
grateful for having a chance to grieve in a way they never were able to 
before. Because after day two the site was blacked out, and people didn’t 
see what was going on in there. No reportage on the ground. So you 
had this black hole.
In a way, it’s not unlike what’s going on now with soldiers in Iraq. You 
don’t see the bodies coming home. You don’t see these wounded and 
blasted young men and women. We’re not shown the devastation that it’s 
costing us in human terms…and the same is true about Ground Zero. 
We weren’t shown what it looked like inside. And I felt it was part of 
my responsibility to show the ongoing efforts, the physical and spiritual 
efforts of all of those men and women, a thousand of them basically, who 
came in every day to search for remains. These were incredibly devoted 
people, and the site itself seemed to take on a spiritual dimension. It’s 
not something you can say a place should have. It only becomes part of 
a place when people give of themselves in a special way. And that place 
had it. It seems almost intangible or ineffable, if you were to go there, 
but once you spend time in there repeatedly, it was the one constant 
you could feel coming from the place. Progress, in terms of removing 
the debris, but also a kind of human connectivity to the dead and to the 
families of the dead, in the way they search for remains. This was unbe-
lievably beautiful. 
G: So, in that same vein, how do you reconcile the paradoxical nature of the 
site as a subject? How it was simultaneously both beautiful and tragic?
JM: That is one of the most difficult aspects of this whole thing, because 
I didn’t make that beautiful. It’s not a photographic trick. The fact is, I 
photographed everything with a wide lens. Not a super wide lens, but 
not a telephoto is what I’m saying. I photographed everything from the 
perspective of one to one. In other words, where I stood was what I saw 
and what I felt strongly about. And so, it was the place itself that took on 
this phenomenal aspect of beauty in destruction. 
If you look back in Art History itself, there’s a definite link to the idea 
of the sublime. If you look at the Romantic movements of the late 19th 
century-you see it in American landscape painting of the Hudson River 
School, and the far West, and you see it in German Romantic painting-it 
was the moment that painters were dealing with the issues of the hu-
man figure in the majestic landscape, in the awesome landscape. Whether 
standing against the gorges of the Grand Canyon or the mountains of the 
West or the waterfalls of anyplace or the vastness of the sea, man became 
an insignificant little dot in nature. And so inside of an urban center like 
New York, you have this hole created by an act of terrorism, and these 
gigantic buildings fall into this heap, and the heap was distributed by the 
forces of gravity, and gravity is nature, and so this landscape that was cre-
ated inside the borders of a street grid of New York took on awesome 
properties, almost natural properties. And depending on the light or the 

time of day or the season, they offered a magnitude of beauty that was 
unimaginable. It’s not something that I created but I did respond to it. 
And I responded to it in that visceral way. You can’t counter that. You 
know it yourself. You walk past a place, and something strikes you as be-
ing oddly beautiful. And you stop for a minute. And it isn’t just a sunset 
or a flower. It’s some combination of things that are near to you and far 
away at the same time. And it strikes a note that it seems to be beautiful 
in a way that beauty hasn’t been described to you before. And it leaves 
you puzzled but also enchanted. And I believe, going around and around 
that same four block area for eight months, I got to know it in a way, so 
intimately, that periodically, something would come up that struck me as 
insanely beautiful, in the midst of all of this destruction. But it belonged 
to the place, it only needed someone to recognize it.
Because it’s tricky in photography, where people are always making beauty. 
Whether it’s the gesture of someone brushing her hair or the way a dress 
blows in a fashion photograph or the lay of the lights someplace, these are 
things that we’re used to as part of the vocabulary of photography, pretty-
ing things up. It wasn’t quite the same here. It wasn’t my doing. 
G: Reactive rather than directed?
JM:Yes, in fact, my whole history as a photographer has been based on 
the notion that I do not create anything. I only react. In and of itself, 
photography describes. That’ s all photography does. 
You aim the camera at something and you press the button. It describes 
what’s there. That’s all it does. If the proportions of the thing you de-
scribe and your relationship to it and the way it communicates to you 
bring you to some kind of understanding of yourself in that moment, 
you might be able to see that as beauty, the alignment of your powers of 
observation with the reality in front of you. When those two things over-
lap in harmony, and you get something that is magically or unexpectedly 
beautiful. But I never felt that I was a creative person in the sense that I 
had to do this…Painters, sculptors, they create something. They take a 
blank something and they build it up over time…a photograph happens 
in one thousandth of a second. And it’s over. So I think photographers 
are people that respond, and maybe even afterwards reflect on the abun-
dance of their responses. There were 8000 pictures in the archive by 
the time I finished, and having to sift through them for the theme and 
meaning, that was part of my responsibility and part of the gift of this 
whole effort. Now that I had all this work, how could I make it add up 
to something useful?
A very interesting process this whole thing. I feel like I’ve gained an 
awful lot of information about what’s possible photographically now. 
And I think because I’m older now and I’ve done something of …social 
utility, that I wish to do this more regularly now. I think it’s important 
to be a useful tool in society. Not just making art for art’s sake or art for 
argument, because a lot of my work was about the argument in art. Why 
color? How is color going to be used? Things like that.
G:  When you consider the rest of your photography career, from the streetscapes 
to your Tuscan seasons, do you feel the broad range of subjects had properly 
prepared you for that moment when the cop touched you on your shoulder? 
JM: I do…As we mature from the ignorance and innocence of our child-
hood to our teenage years and to our first maturity, we start to get a sense 
of ourselves. It develops. And even as an artist, that develops. And when I 
worked as a street photographer, trying to deal with the momentary and 
the disappearing, I was basing everything on instantaneous recognition. 
And subsequent to that, when I started to use a large format camera, I 
realized that I also had a more meditative and reflective, slower side. On 
one hand I was a jazz musician who liked short riffs and improvisation. 
On the other hand, to keep the analogy going, classical form and sound 
was also appealing to me. So I began to nurture the two parts of my 
sensibility. And probably that kind of awareness, as it slowly dawned on 
me, somehow when I addressed Ground Zero, I felt I had the tools—at 
least the emotional and visual tools—to take on something like this. And 
effectively make it, but also to learn from it. 

“As the work took place and the rubble disappeared, the people came forward.”
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Joel Meyerowitz is an award-winning photographer whose work 
has appeared in over 350 exhibitions in museums and galleries 
around the world. He was born in New York in 1938. He began 
photographing in 1962. He is a “Street Photographer” in the 

tradition of Henri Cartier-Bresson and Robert Frank, although he works exclu-
sively in color. As an early advocate of color Photography (mid-60’s), Meyerow-
itz was instrumental in changing the attitude toward the use of color Photogra-
phy from one of resistance to nearly universal acceptance. His first book, Cape 
Light, is considered a classic work of color Photography and has sold more than 
100,000 copies during its 25-year life. He is the author of 14 other books, in-
cluding Bystander: The History of Street Photography, a recipient of both 
the NEA and NEH awards. His work is in the collection of the Museum of 
Modern Art and the Metropolitan Museum of Art and many others.
Within a few days of the 9/11 attacks on the World Trade Center in New 
York, Meyerowitz began to create an archive of the destruction and recovery 
at Ground Zero and the immediate neighborhood. The World Trade Center 
Archive now numbers more than 8,000 images and will be available for 
research, exhibition, and publication at museums in New York and Wash-

ington, DC. The Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA) of the 
U.S. State Department asked the Museum of the City of New York and 
Meyerowitz to create a special exhibition of images from the archive to send 
around the world. The purpose of the exhibit, entitled “After September 11: 
Images from Ground Zero,” was to visually relate the catastrophic destruction 
of the 9/11 attacks and the physical and human dimensions of the recovery 
effort. Meyerowitz takes a meditative stance toward the work and workers 
there, systematically documenting the painful work of rescue, recovery, demoli-
tion and excavation. His color photos, presented in a 30 inch x 40 inch for-
mat, succinctly convey the magnitude of the destruction and loss and the heroic 
nature of the response. The exhibit and Aftermath, the subsequent book due 
out on the fifth year anniversary of the attack, serve as stunning reminders to 
audiences of the true dimensions of the attack and the response.
Website: www.joelmeyerowitz.com
Images: Page 8, The North Tower Shroud, November 12, 2001; Page 10, 
Smoke in Sunlight, November 8, 2001; Page 13, Fireman Places Flow-
ers, October 28, 2001; Page 15, Five More Found, October 26, 2001.  
Meyerowitz portrait by Jonathan Smith.

…I went in and I wanted to know this some way and to be useful. So 
over the time I worked there I started having ideas like, oh, this is what I 
need to do, and these things are subjects. I hadn’t thought about this be-
fore. In a way my own ignorance helped me profit in the sense that I was 
able to overcome that and address these other things as they appeared 
to me. It was definitely an unfolding experience, and as I journeyed 
through the eight and a half months, I began to see that this is a way of 
working that can be applied to other things. That one doesn’t have to 
be hasty in making work, as if you’re doing it on assignment. One could 
actually live the experience through and make work slowly. That Tuscany 
book was made over a year. I went through the four seasons of that year, 
and ten days, maybe two weeks, or sometimes longer, just being there, 
and I was doing this at the very same time I was doing Ground Zero, 
and it was an antidote to Ground Zero. And it allowed me to go very 
slowly in Tuscany because it was a gentle place. I think if you look at 
these two things together, Tuscany and Ground Zero, you’ll see them as 
peace and war…
In a way, my wife and I—she wrote the text in that book—we tried to 
say through the work that the world is actually still a good place. There 
are old methods and eternal values. The world is not only terrorism and 
destruction. The world is ritual and family and goodness and peace, and 

we purposefully tried to make it a slow, meditative book, so that those 
who see it will be reminded that we do live in a bountiful world. There 
was definitely something to be learned from these two things.
G: That juxtaposition is powerful. Though, in considering Aftermath indi-
vidually, without Tuscany at its side to contrast, I found evidence in the text 
and images of joy and hope and some sort of continuum in the Ground Zero 
images independently.
JM: That’s nice to hear because I was hoping that the book would end 
on that kind of a note. In fact there was a difficulty in the structure of 
the book. Inherently, there was a basic difficulty. When you look at any 
book—whether literary or photographic—we hope that by the time 
you’ve turned all the pages, the subject will fill you up. You will know 
something about the subject and the artist, and yet, with Ground Zero, 
physically, the place started full, and over the eight and a half months 
it became progressively empty, and so it was less interesting. There was 
less rubble on the surface. There was less activity. There was less of that 
drama. It became an empty hole. And what changed for me, and what I 
used as the structural motif of the book, is that in the beginning, I kept 
it as the place itself, the rubble and the workers, all of who were very 
small for the most part in scale, because that’s how it felt. It felt like big 
environment and tiny people. As the work took place and the rubble 

disappeared, the people came forward, and I was able to get closer to 
the people and make bigger pictures of the people and the lives they led 
down there. And so the book ends, basically, with lots of portraits. But 
not heroic portraits. Just regular portraits, just pictures of people. These 
are the people who stayed and worked, and I felt that that gave the book 
a kind of humanism. To say now that the work is over, these people have 
come forward, and they did this, and the book is dedicated to them, and 
that we as a culture and as a nation and as people go on, we are what’s 
permanent, even though every one of us dies, we hope that mankind is 
permanent and that these good feelings are part of our nature. In a way 
I was trying to keep that upbeat and spiritual dimension of the book in 
play. Structurally, I wanted to do this because I thought it was important 
to validate the human activities. 
G: That’s a beautiful progression.
JM: You do need a structure. I was being both practical as well as true 
to the sense of the experience down there. In the beginning there was 
no time. Everyone was working so hard; they didn’t have time to pal 
around and have their picture taken. They didn’t want to stop for some-
body. It seemed almost like an insult to ask. But later on there was that 
space…and this is an unknown quality of the site—there was nostalgia 
at the very end.Around April people started feeling a longing for those 
good old days of September and October. Now you know there was 
nothing good about them. We were newly cleaning up the destruction. 
But because the work was so engaging and people came together as a 
team, by the time they started to come apart, in April and May, they had 
a longing for those early, heady days, when they were a group who came 
together to do this work, and it required all their skills, intelligence and 
effort. And now it was dissipating. They were going to have to go back 
into the world and do another shitty job on some condominium on the 
Upper West Side, that wouldn’t have about it the same uplift that doing 
something at Ground Zero had.
I think I tell something of that story in the book, because I thought it 
was important for people to know that this is how something like this 
played out.
G: You’ve spoken so admiringly of the hard work of the firemen, rescue work-
ers, crane operators, and other individuals who contributed to the salvage ef-
forts. Specifically, you’ve noted their shared respect for the situation and their 
determination to find any remnants that might offer a whisper of peace to a 
loved one of the deceased. Do you think your photographs will provide peace 
to survivors?
JM: You know, that’s the big question. I’m really waiting to see. They’re 
a very tight community, the families of the lost ones. I did this book, 
hopefully, to give them some insight as to what it was like and the ef-
forts made on behalf of their dead. But you never know with the family 
members. They’re a volatile community. They’ve been certainly obstruc-
tive in many ways to the finalizing of the plans for the monument and 

the museum, and all of that. They’ve taken on a kind of power that’ s 
not always pretty. I do wonder. I’m not fearful, because I know I did this 
out of respect and out of bringing something back from the experience, 
and the stories I told I think are respectful also. So I’d hope they’d be re-
warded by this. They would see that people really worked for their loved 
ones in an abstract way.
G: Did the process offer you solace?
JM: It absolutely did. You know, I had a reason for being for more than 
a year. Every day, I definitely had a reason. I got up and I went to do 
something that I knew would be useful in the long run. I had a sense it 
would be a useful tool in the future for people who would study renewal 
or terrorist attacks or engineering issues, or human behavior in a tragedy. 
No doubt there are sociological, psychological and practical keys here 
that anybody doing a history might be willing to look at. So in a sense I 
was feeling that I benefited from that, and I had a reason for doing these 
things. And ultimately, because it’s changed my relationship to working, 
so that every year I feel I must do something that is socially useful. That’s 
become part of my way of being now. I’m currently working on a very 
big project that I think is purely socially engaged. 
G: Is that your New York parks project?
JM: It is.
G: Can you tell us a bit about that?
JM: I was asked by Commissioner Benneby, who was instrumental in 
getting me into the site initially. A year ago he came to me and said 
I know you’re interested in doing socially useful things, and we’re at 
a point in the park system where the parks have never been in better 
shape, and we have a vision for the 21st century, and it’s never been done 
before, but how would you like to photograph all the important parks? 
There are 800 parks, but there’s 50 or 60 parks that make up the core of 
the park system. We’re trying to make a heritage of these parks for New 
Yorkers in the future…So I’ve enlarged this project to some degree, to 
not only do the parks, but to include the neighborhoods that verge on 
all the parks, to see the social contract between people and parks. It will 
take me a couple of years to do all this work, all the seasons. It’ s kind of 
like Tuscany and Ground Zero in one, to look at the idyllic and beauty 
and wildness of the parks, as well as their urban edginess.
G: The sense of satisfaction must be huge. And those parallels with the FSA 
again, giving and recording rather than just describing.
JM: That might not have been so important to me 40 years ago when 
I started, because one’s own determination and drive to understand the 
medium is so great that, in a way, it blocks out social issues, but I think 
if you do it long enough…There are things that come in one’s mature 
years; I actually want to take on some of these large projects that will 
challenge me physically as well as aesthetically. It’s a great way to be an 
older artist I think.
G: Thank you, Mr. Meyerowitz! 

“I documented the aftermath for everyone who couldn’t be there.  
This book is dedicated to those that were.” from the introduction to AFTERMATH
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